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FORCE is a feature-oriented development environment supporting software development, 

maintenance and evolution in industrial software ecosystems. Its key concepts are a multi -

level, multi-purpose feature modeling approach, feature-to-code mappings which allow main-

taining features traces to code, a model repository for persisting and managing versions and 

variants of feature implementations, and multi-language static analysis methods. The feature 

model in FORCE is based on FeatureIDE [1] and has already been extended in [2] in order to 

support models for different purposes and at multiple levels and allows a decomposition of 

models into components.  

In this Master's thesis FORCE should be further extended to cope with the challenges of 

development and evolution industrial software ecosystems as follows:  

 ECCO [3] is a feature-oriented source code repository which allows maintaining and man-

agement variants and versions of feature implementations and automatically establishing and 

maintaining feature-to-code mappings. ECCO will serve as the underlying code repositiory of 

FORCE. It is the task of this master’s thesis to integrate ECCO as a code repository in 

FORCE. This work includes the implementation of readers to parse respective source code 

elements, create feature-to-code mappings and store those as ECCO artifacts in the ECCO 

repository. Likewise, writers should compose artifacts from feature selections and create re-

spective source code files.  

 In industrial SECO development and evolution, version management is particularly chal-

lenging. Versions exist of various artifacts, like features, components, products, and reposi-

tories. An important task of this thesis will therefore be the support of management of version 

of various artifacts within FORCE. Version management will again be based on ECCO’s ver-

sion management capabilities.   
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